RESTORING PROPERTY.....
RESTORING LIVES!

DISASTER RESTORATION SERVICE
Big Sky Disaster Restoration has been a pinnacle in the Greater
Billings Area for nearly 40 years. We are the most experienced
contractor in our area . We have successfully completed millions
of dollars worth of fire and water restoration work over the
years. Big Sky will take responsibility to manage your project as
your General Contractor. Our goal is to provide you with the
BEST customer service possible. Steve Longshore worked for Big
Sky for 15 years, 5 years as the Head Supervisor. In August of
2016, Steve went into a partnership with Philip Witschi, to

24fl HElP!

purchase the company. Philip has over 30 years of General
Contractor experience, as well as being a licensed electrician.
Philip is the construction head supervisor and is very good at
keeping jobs moving smoothly and well paced. Steve has a solid

WHEN YOU NEED US MOST!

knowledge of every aspect of the restoration process from
accessing your job, sketching the estimates, working with your
insurance and mortgage company, and making sure your job is

WE ARE ONLY A PHONE CAll AWAY!

on schedule and handled respectfully! You are in good hands
with Steve and Philip in the lead! Big Sky Disaster is dedicated to
restoring homes and restoring lives.We aim to make the worst

14061259-4460

tragedy of your life a little easier to handle! Let us take care of
the hard work while you take care of you!
A review from Shanteal........."ln May of2015...we had a garage fire
that caused severe damage to our entire home but also caused
Injuries to my husband our youngest son. We were Immediately
flown to the Salt Lake City Burn Center for medical attention
where we remained for 4 weeks. Steve and his amazing staff
showed up and started work on our home immediately. They were
patient with us through the whole process. They not only
completed our home to perfection they helped pick up the pieces
of our shattered lives. They were strangers who became friends.
They genuinely care and do amazing work. We will forever be
grateful!!!"
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httP://biuskVdisasterrestorauonbillinus.com/

FIRE!

SMOKE!
Did you burn a roast? Recently quit smoking and
want to rid your home of the smoke smell? Was
there a grass fire nearby that permeated your
home? Did you buy a vehicle or property
previously belonging to a smoker? We can help!

No matter how small or large the fire,
containment is our first priority. Big Sky Disaster
is available 24/7 to board up your property
immediately once it is safe. This will preserve,
protect, and secure your property and
possessions (as required by your insurance
policy) from hazards, weather, vandals, and
increased damage due to prolonged exposure to
water or acid-soot residues. Our fire restoration
technicians have been trained in first response
containment and will help you retrieve those
valuables that are most important to you and
protect them immediately from further damage.
Before proceeding further, a comprehensive
damage assessment is completed, and
coordination (including costs and estimates) is
made with your insurance adjuster to confirm
coverage and payment. There is never any
surprise about "who pays"! Big Sky Disaster will
be your General Contractor, scheduling and
billing all subcontractors, and keeping your
restoration going at a steady pace. We will also
serve as a liaison between you and your
insurance company if questions arise. We want to
make this process as painless as possible;
you have already been through enough!

Big Sky Disaster Restoration has no less than five
different systems (including electronic equipment
which produces nature's most perfect deodorant ,
ozone gas) for permanent odor elimination! Given
time and the proper working conditions, one of our
modern systems will eliminate even the most
persistent smoke odor! Many items that seem un
restorable, can be cleaned if given the correct care
and treatment. Big Sky Disaster will come clean
your walls, ceilings, ductwork, furniture and
belongings using odor eliminating solutions and
procedures. We will restore your property in a
reasonable amount of time, with little discomfort
to you! Again, we will help you work with your
insurance adjuster to make as little disruption for
you as possible!

WATER!

When talking water, rapid response is the key!
Whether from rising water, a broken appliance,
or a simple broken pipe, our professional
procedures eliminate the inconvenience quickly,
accurately, and economically- with
24-hour emergency service!

Once the water source has been eliminated, our
water restoration technicians employ industrial
extraction equipment to remove the excess and
contain the damage to the minimum area as
possible. Protection is provided to keep
furniture from being damaged by water, while
preventing carpet staining. Using special
inspection tools,
(including Infra-Red cameras) the technicians
will determine the extent of damage, evaluate
the components (carpet, pad, wood flooring,
laminate) to determine drying probability. From
there a course of action will be made in
restoring or replacing the damaged floors. The
area will be treated with an EPS-registered
disinfectant to arrest and control odors and
mildew, along with potential health issues
during drying. Special drying and
dehumidification equipment insures maximum
drying with minimum inconvenience to you,
your family, or staff.

Call Big Sky Disaster Restoration next time you
encounter a fire, water, or smoke damage
situation in your home or business!
With Big Sky on the job, you can rest
assured that you are in good hands!

